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A Complex Panning Method for Near-Field Imaging
Dylan Menzies and Filippo Maria Fazi

Abstract—Conventional amplitude panning can be used to pro-
duce images of distant objects. An extended panning method is
presented that can also produce image cues for the near-field re-
gion, by the control of Inter-aural Level Difference cues in the low
frequency range below ∼1000 Hz. The approach has grown from
an adaptive panning method that corrects for the dependence of
image direction on head orientation. Stereo panning functions are
derived from a general formulation. A single first order filter is re-
quired for each image. The method is tested by simulating a range
of configurations using measured Head Related Transfer Func-
tions, and also with listening tests. The results confirm the ability
of the method to control near-field cues, while also compensating
image direction for head rotation.

Index Terms—Augmented reality, near-field image, spatial au-
dio, stereo, tangent law, VBAP.

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

k Wavenumber.
ω Angular frequency.
Z0 Characteristic impedance of sound in air.
P Pressure of the incident free field at the head

centre position.
PL, PR Resultant pressures at the ears.
V Velocity vector of the incident free field at

the head centre position.
V � and V � Real and imaginary components of V .
rL, rR Displacement vectors from the head centre

to each ear (bold type for vectors).
r̄R , r̄L r̄R = 3

2 rR , r̄L = 3
2 rL .

r̂I Direction to the image.
rI Distance to image.
rV Makita localisation vector (r̂V = −V̂ ).
θV N, θIN, θV I Azimuth change from direction indicated

by 1st subscript to 2nd. V : rV , N : nose, I:
image

θL 2θL is the stereo loudspeaker separation
from the listener.
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θN Directed angle from the mid point between
stereo loudspeakers to the direction the lis-
tener is facing in.

θI Directed angle from the mid point between
stereo loudspeakers to the image.

g1 , g2 Stereo panning gains.
r̂1 , r̂2 Direction vectors to the stereo loudspeakers

from the listener.
h1L, h1R h2L, h2R Head related impulse responses from each

loudspeaker (1, 2) to each ear (L, R).
Abbreviations
ITD Inter-aural Time Difference.
ILD Inter-aural Level Difference.
IPD Inter-aural Phase Delay.
VBAP Vector Base Amplitude Panning.
CAP Compensated Amplitude Panning.
KU100 Neumann KU100 binaural microphone.
KEMAR KEMAR binaural microphone.
HRIR Head-Related Impulse Response.
MAA Minimum Audible Angle.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN PREVIOUS studies [1]–[3], the Inter-aural Time Differ-
ence (ITD) and Inter-aural Level Difference (ILD) localisa-

tion cues, were modelled for general low frequency sound fields.
The model was then applied to the problem of panning repro-
duction, the creation of an image by the summation of coherent
plane waves from multiple loudspeakers. If the head orientation
is known, then the panning gains can be adjusted so that the
resulting field produces the same localisation cues as a plane
wave travelling from the target image direction. In this case the
low frequency ILD is 0 dB. General stereo panning formula
were found that include the listener’s head orientation. Calcu-
lation with measured Head Related Transfer Functions predicts
that this panning process produces stable images, for a wide
range of configurations, making significant improvements over
conventional panning processes that do not consider the head
orientation. Furthermore, low frequency images can be gener-
ated in any direction, including behind, at the sides and above or
below. This is because accurate ITD cues naturally lead to accu-
rate dynamic ITD cues, which provide unambiguous imaging in
all directions. The method is referred to as Compensated Ampli-
tude Panning (CAP). A real-time implementation for the method
has been constructed [1], including real-time head tracking to
sense the position and orientation of the listener’s head.

Brungart [4], [5] performed a comprehensive set of listen-
ing experiments in anechoic conditions on the localisation of
sources within 1 m from the listener, which he calls the prox-
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imal region. One conclusion is that the main cue for source
proximity is ILD in the frequency region below 750 Hz. The
contribution from the ILD as a distance cue reduces with
increasing frequency, and becomes insignificant above 3 KHz.
It appears that for high frequencies ILD is too saturated at a high
value to allow the auditory system to discriminate source range,
whereas the ILD variation at low frequencies is useable. Fur-
thermore, range perception by ILD also depends on knowledge
of head orientation. It may be that at low frequencies the ITD
cue provides a more reliable and accurate source for orientation,
which further enhances the effectiveness of ILD range cues in
the low frequency region.

Studies have investigated the degrading effect of room reflec-
tions on ILD range cues from the direct signal [6], [7]. These
show that a precedence effect occurs such that the effect of re-
flections is largely suppressed. This is supported by common
experience in which near-field imaging is largely unaffected by
nearby surface reflections.

In this work the CAP formula are extended, by matching the
localisation cues to those of a nearby point source, rather than a
plane wave. By simultaneously controlling ILD and ITD in the
low frequency region, the aim is to produce stable images with
controllable direction and range in the near-field, while retaining
the existing ITD correction depending on head orientation.

The remaining content is as follows. In Section II, the low
frequency approximation for binaural signals is reviewed. These
are used in Section III to find expressions for the localisation
cues, ITD and ILD, in terms of a general field description and
the listener’s head orientation. In the previous work a relation
was then found between a target image direction, the head ori-
entation and the field description, by considering the cues for a
plane wave travelling from the target image direction. Here this
is extended by considering the cues for a near source positioned
at the desired image location. The ILD for the near source varies
with distance from the listener. In Section IV, extended stereo
panning functions are derived, including 1st order filter compo-
nents, by finding a panned field that produces the same cues that
a real source would produce if it were located at the target image
position. In Section V, the method is evaluated by calculating
the cues using a spherical head model and measured HRTFs, fo-
cusing on the ILD cue for different head rotations. The direction
cue provided by the ITD is also assessed for accuracy, since this
may be reduced when compared with the existing CAP method
for panning of far images. A supporting listening test is reported
in Section VI. The results are discussed further in Section VII.

II. SOUND FIELD REPRESENTATION

A source free sound field region can be expanded as a Taylor
series about any point in the region [8]. The first order approxi-
mation of the pressure P at a point x, expanded about point x0 ,
can be given in the frequency domain in terms of pressure and
pressure gradient ∇P by

P (x) ≈ P (x0) + ∇P (x0) · (x − x0) (1)

The approximation is good provided the wavelength is consider-
ably larger than the distance ‖x − x0‖, and higher order deriva-
tive terms are small compared with P (x0), ∇P (x0), which is

Fig. 1. Sound field variables and vectors in relation to the listener’s head.

usually the case when a source is not close to x0 . This condition
can be written kr << 1 where k = ω

c is the wavenumber and
r = x − x0 . Below around 700 Hz, a typical sound field re-
gion just large enough to enclose the human head satisfies these
conditions.

The binaural signals are not equal to the pressures at the corre-
sponding locations in the incident field, even at low frequency,
due to the non-vanishing scattered field at the head surface.
Using a spherical model for the head, with ears at antipodal
locations, an analytical approximation can be found for the bin-
aural signals [8]–[11]. The ITD is found to have a low frequency
limit value of 3D

2c cos θ, and constant ILD of 1 (or 0 in dB) [12],
where D is the ear separation, c is the speed of sound, and θ
is the angle separating the direction of the incident plane wave
and the inter-aural axis. The free-field ITD is the ITD measured
at the ear locations in the absence of the head, and is D

c cos θ.
The resultant pressure field on the sphere, radius r = D/2, is
equal to the pressure of the incident free-field plane wave on
the corresponding sphere at radius 3

2 r [12]. Since any field in
a free-field region can be approximated arbitrarily well by a
plane wave expansion [13], then for any incident field at low
frequency, including near source fields, the resultant pressure at
the surface of a rigid sphere of radius r can be approximated by
the incident field, evaluated at radius 3

2 r, provided it is homoge-
nous up to this radius.

With the above considerations applied to a general first or-
der field, the binaural signals at the right and left ears can be
approximated as

PR ≈ P + r̄R · ∇P (2)

PL ≈ P + r̄L · ∇P, (3)

where P and ∇P are the pressure and gradient of the incident
field at the central point between the ears, in the centre of the
head, see Fig. 1. r̄R = 3

2 rR and r̄L = 3
2 rL , where rR , rL are

displacement vectors from the centre to the right and left ears.
The gradient is related to particle velocity V by Euler’s equation
in the frequency domain [14],

∇P = −jkZ0V , (4)

using the positive frequency convention so that the actual pres-
sure field is P (x, t) = �(P (x)ejωt), where ω is the angular
frequency. Z0 is the characteristic impedance of sound in air
[8]. The low frequency approximation condition is krR << 1.

In the following discussion only the relative phases of the
binaural signals are of interest, so without loss of generality and
in order to simplify calculation the pressure and velocity phases
are rotated by the same amount so that pressure is real valued,

(P,V ) → P ∗

|P | (P,V ) (5)
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Fig. 2. PR and PL in the complex plane for non zero and non-aligned V �
and V �

where P ∗ is the complex conjugate of P . In the following it is
assumed P , V and derived quantities PL , PR have been phase
rotated. The real and imaginary vector components of V are
written V � and V � where V = V � + jV �. Using rL = −rR

and Euler’s equation (4), the binaural signals, (2) and (3), can
be written as

PR = P + kZ0(r̄R · V � − jr̄R · V �) (6)

PL = P − kZ0(r̄R · V � − jr̄R · V �) (7)

Fig. 2 illustrates the general case using the complex plane.
Both V � and V � are non-zero, and in different directions. As
the listener’s head rotates around any axis, PR and PL move
around on opposite sides of an ellipse, shown with the dashed
line. This is because r̄R · V � = r̄R · V̄ � and r̄R · V � = r̄R ·
V̄ �, where V̄ � and V̄ � are V � and V � projected in any plane
to which the rotation axis is normal. r̄R · V̄ � and r̄R · V̄ � each
vary as sinusoids of the angle rR with any reference direction
in the plane, possibly with different amplitudes and phases,
resulting in an ellipse.

An omnidirectional point source is used to model a source in
the near-field region of the listener. The velocity and pressure
components are calculated as follows. The pressure field of a
point source is

P =
A

rS
e−jkrS (8)

where A is the complex amplitude of the source and rS is the
distance from source. The gradient is

∇P = −P

(
1
rS

+ jk

)
r̂S (9)

where r̂S is the unit vector in the direction from the source to
the listener. Using (4),

V =
P

Z0

(
1 − j

krS

)
r̂S (10)

The complex velocity components are then

V � =
P

Z0
r̂S (11)

V � = − P

Z0kr
r̂S (12)

Note that V̂ � = −V̂ � = r̂S , the direction from the source to
the listener. If the source is distant then as noted earlier the linear

approximation is valid provided krR << 1. However this is not
sufficient if the source comes close. For example the approxi-
mation can fail completely when rS = rR and improves as rS

increases. When the source is on the inter-aural axis and in the
limit of low frequency it is straight forward to show that the
relative error of the linear approximation for P is −(rR/rS )2 .
This is −1/16 when rS = 4rR , i.e., when the source is ap-
proximately 30 cm from the head centre. The final effect of the
approximation on reproduced cues will be become clearer later
when the complex panning method is evaluated for various rS .

III. LOCALISATION CUES AND REPRODUCTION

The localisation cues can be calculated from the binaural
signals that were approximated in the previous section. For
a single frequency ω, the ITD cue is equal to φRL/ω (also
called the Inter-aural Phase Delay (IPD) in this context), where
φRL = arg(PR/PL ) is the inter-aural phase difference [15],
shown in Fig. 2. The ILD cue is given by |PR/PL |. Using the
approximations (6,7) the ITD and ILD can be found from the
pressure P and velocity V .

Consider now the problem of finding, for any target point
source, all possible fields that evoke the same perceived image
as this target. This is equivalent to finding fields giving rise to the
same ITD and ILD as the target, disregarding other localisation
cues. A trivial solution is given by the point source field itself.
Another solution is provided by matching pressure and velocity,
since in the low frequency approximation the pressure and ve-
locity determine the ITD and ILD. The Ambisonic reproduction
method employs this principle [16].

There remains the possibility of pressure and velocity solu-
tions that give the correct ITD and ILD but do no match the
target field pressure and velocity. To find these first observe that
the ITD and ILD depend on, and determine, the shape (but not
the size) of the triangle 	0PLPR in Fig. 2. So if two given fields
have triangles with the same shape, then they produce the same
image, according to the cues considered.

So, given a desired image, consider a target point source
field that would produce this image, with velocity and pressure
components V �, V � and P , described by (11) and (12). Let Ṽ �,
Ṽ � and P̃ be the components of a general field with ITD and
ILD that match those of the target field. The shape of the triangle
shown in Fig. 2 is determined by two ratios, �(PL − P )/P and
�(PL − P )/P (equally PR could be used). Evaluating these
separately for the general field and the target point source field,
by substituting for V �, V � and P in (6) and (7) gives,

�(PL − P )
P

=
{

kr̄R · V̂ �, target field
kZ0 r̄R · Ṽ �/P̃ , general field

(13)

�(PL − P )
P

=
{

r̄R · V̂ �/r, target field
−kZ0 r̄R · Ṽ �/P̃ , general field

(14)

Equating the two parts for each ratio gives two conditions for
matching the cues,

r̂R · (�(rV ) − r̂I ) = 0 (15)

r̂R · (�(rV ) +
r̂I

krI
) = 0 (16)
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Fig. 3. Geometric relationship between the inter-aural direction r̂R , image
direction r̂I and the real and imaginary parts of the Makita vector rV

where r̂I and rV are defined for convenience as follows: r̂I is
the direction from the listener to the image, which is opposite
to the direction of the real part of the target velocity,

r̂I = −V̂ � (17)

rI = r, the distance between the listener and the image. rV de-
scribes the general field, and coincides with the Makita Locali-
sation Vector given by Gerzon [16], and extended for complex
values

rV = −Ṽ Z0/P̃ (18)

rR has been replaced with the unit vector in the same direction,
r̂R . The size of the listener’s head represented by rR is not
needed for finding solutions for the general field.

It is apparent from (15) and (16) that, given an image location
described by r̂I and rI , and a head orientation, which determines
r̂R , there is a continuous set of rV and corresponding fields that
produce the desired image. The vector diagram in Fig. 3 shows
a projection from above the listener. Possible values of �(rV )
and �(rV ) lie on the two planes normal to the page and passing
through the two straight dotted lines. The full set of consistent
values for r̂I forms a circle around the inter-aural axis in the
plane for �(rV ), commonly known as the cone of confusion.
The effect of head orientation on image direction was discussed
in detail previously [1].

So, in conclusion for this section, necessary and sufficient
conditions have been found, (15) and (16), relating the head ori-
entation, 1st order field description, and image location. These
will be used in the next section to design an complex panning
technique for loudspeakers.

IV. COMPLEX PANNING

Amplitude panning is a spatial audio reproduction method in
which several loudspeakers produce plane waves converging at
the listener position in phase. For each image, the signals driving
the loudspeakers are produced by multiplying the source signals
by a set of real-valued gains.

In the following, gi is defined as the gain for the i-th loud-
speaker. Also, V i and Pi are defined as the velocity and pressure
at the central head position, and r̂i is the direction vector from
the centre to the i-th loudspeaker. r̂i = −V̂ i . Possibly addi-
tional delay compensation is required for some driving signals
to compensate for different values ri , so that the waves all arrive
in phase. The pressure and velocity at the listener are then given
by the sum of the contributions from each loudspeaker, so that

rV = −Z0
V

P
= −Z0

∑
V i∑
Pi

= −
∑

PiV̂ i∑
Pi

= −
∑

giV̂ i∑
gi

=
∑

gi r̂i∑
gi

(19)

This is in agreement with the original definition of Makita Lo-
calisation Vector in terms of panning gains [16]. In this section,
complex values are allowed for the gains and rV , in order to
control ILD in addition to ITD. The term complex panning is
used to distinguish from sound field reproduction methods, such
as Ambisonics that may also use complex valued gains.

The near-field panning problem is to find panning gains {gi}
that produce a given image direction r̂I and range rI for a given
head direction r̂R . A solution is first sought for two loudspeak-
ers, since this is the most restrictive case. To simplify calculation
the following additional constraint is imposed

g1 + g2 = 1 (20)

This does not restrict the solution search in practice since any
unconstrained solution (g̃1 , g̃2), is a multiple of a constrained
solution (g1 , g2) = (g̃1 , g̃2)/(g̃1 + g̃2). (20) also normalises the
pressure P at the listener to a constant value, so that the per-
ceived low frequency volume can be controlled using an addi-
tional scaling factor applied to the gains.

The new constraint (20) allows (15) and (16) to be writ-
ten in terms of separate sets of variables (�(g1),�(g2)) and
(�(g1),�(g2)). Splitting the constraint into real and imaginary
parts

�(g1) + �(g2) = 1 (21)

�(g1) + �(g2) = 0 (22)

hence from (19)

�(rV ) = �(g1 r̂1 + g2 r̂2) = �(g1)(r̂1 − r̂2) + r̂2 (23)

�(rV ) = �(g1 r̂1 + g2 r̂2) = �(g1)(r̂1 − r̂2) (24)

Substituting (23) in (15) gives the real gains, which were
calculated before [2].

�(g1) = r̂R ·(r̂I − r̂2 )
r̂R ·(r̂1 − r̂2 ) (25)

�(g2) = r̂R ·(r̂I − r̂1 )
r̂R ·(r̂2 − r̂1 ) (26)

The imaginary gains are similarly found by substituting (24)
in (16),

�(g1) = −�(g2) = − r̂R · r̂I

krI r̂R · (r̂1 − r̂2)
(27)

The common factor in the denominators, r̂R · (r̂1 − r̂2), in-
dicates that the panning process fails when the loudspeakers are
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on the left or right sides, opposite the inter aural axis. The image
instability in this configuration is well known [16], [17], and was
one of the motivations in the early development of Ambisonics.
The formulation shows explicitly there is no solution.

The imaginary part of the gains, j�(gi) are frequency depen-
dent and proportional to 1/(jk), and so represent an integrating
filter. This can be implemented in a real-time system with a
simple one-pole low-pass filter with transfer function [18]

H(z) =
b

1 + az−1 (28)

By choosing a = −1 + ε for small ε > 0 the cutoff frequency
can be adjusted to the low end of the ILD localisation range
≈150 Hz. The phase response then rises linearly from near
−π/2 at the cutoff frequency up to 0 at Nyquist, however the
region of interest up to ≈700 Hz is well below Nyquist with
typical sampling rates ≈40000 Hz, and so the phase is approx-
imately −π/2 there. b is then adjusted so that the amplitude
response is close to 1/k in the region of interest.

The loudspeaker gains are calculated without consideration
for the overall distance attenuation from image source to lis-
tener. The gain of the free-field pressure at the centre-head
position to the source signal is proportional to the sum of loud-
speakers gains g1 + g2 . Since the gains were derived assuming
g1 + g2 = 1, this implies the pressure gain is constant. There-
fore to vary the loudspeaker gains to account for source distance
an additional factor of 1/rI should be introduced to the source
prior to panning. Low frequency diffraction is included in the
model so we expect that spectral changes are approximated, in-
cluding a relative increase in bass level at the ipsilateral ear as
the distance of the source to the listener reduces, described by
Brungart [4]. It would be possible to further equalise the source
signals, depending on image distance, prior to panning, in order
to improve the overall binaural response. This is not developed
in further detail here.

For high frequencies the normalisation used for low frequen-
cies is not valid. An energy based model is more appropriate
[19] with normalisation

�(g1)2 + �(g2)2 = 1 (29)

Before applying this normalisation the common factor r̂R ·
(r̂1 − r̂2) in (25), (26) and (27) can be discarded. To simplify
the system, the energy normalisation can be applied across the
whole spectrum, as in VBAP, although equalisation error will
result.

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, the complex panning formulae (25)–(27), are
tested by comparing the cues produced by panning with those
for a source located at the target image location, using a range of
target distances. This process is applied first using the spherical
head model, and then using Head Related Impulse Responses
(HRIRs). The HRIRs used are from the Technical University,
Cologne [20], [21], which were measured with a Neumann
KU100 for several source distances.

There are many listening configurations that can be tested.
The focus here is on the calculation of ILD for various target

Fig. 4. Geometry for simulated stereo listening. Shown are θL the angle from
the centre line to each loudspeaker, θI the angle to the image, rI the target image
distance, and θN the angle the listener faces in. In this example all variables are
positive.

image distances, and head angles relative to the image. ITD is
also calculated, to check if this is adversely affected by image
distance control. A more comprehensive investigation of ITD
and image error for far image targets is provided in a previous
article [1].

Responses for the spherical head model are calculated di-
rectly at the low frequency limit, denoted by 0 Hz, based on the
observations of Section II. Loudspeaker sources are modelled
as plane waves, while the target source is modelled as a point
source. In each case the response at the point r is calculated by
evaluating the freefield at 3

2 r. The frequency responses for the
measured HRIRs are found by evaluating the z-transform H(z)
of each impulse on the unit circle, H(ejω ), for each required an-
gular frequency ω (using freqz in Matlab). For the loudspeaker
responses the HRIR used was for a source distance of 3.25 m,
as before.

The binaural responses HL,HR for the panning simulation
are calculated by mixing the individual responses using the
complex gains g1 and g2 , from (25)–(27),

HL = g1H1L + g2H2L (30)

HR = g1H1R + g2H2R (31)

When using measured HRIRs, HL and HR accurately pre-
dict the responses that would be measured in a real panning
experiment using the binaural microphone. The only assump-
tion is linearity. Second order effects from mutual loudspeaker
scattering can be ignored.

The binaural phase difference is φRL = arg(HR/HL ). If
necessary the phase is unwrapped beyond ±π to accommodate
the spatial aliasing at the top end of the ITD range 700–1500 Hz.
The ITD and IPD at this frequency are then given by φRL/ω.

In the simulations the following parameters are specified: the
angle θL of each loudspeaker from the centre direction, the
target image angle θI from the centre in the horizontal plane,
the target image distance from the listener rI , and the frequency.
Unless otherwise stated the target image is central, θI = 0, and
the loudspeakers are positioned symmetrically with θL = 45◦.
The ITD and ILD cues are plotted against θN which is the
change in horizontal angle from the central direction midway
between the loudspeakers to the direction the listener is facing.
The geometrical parameters are illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Each plot shows three graphs. mono shows the ITD and ILD
for a single source in the target image direction. The response is
based on the relative angle between the listener’s head and the
target image. stereo shows the ITD and ILD when the image is
panned non-adaptively. The static gains are given by the case
where the head points towards the target, which is equivalent to
tangent law panning. The ITD in this case is expected to be near
0 s when the listener is facing the target image direction. The
ILD should be 0 dB across the range for distant loudspeakers
because the field at the listener is fixed and rV is real valued.
stereo compensated shows the ITD and ILD when the image
is panned adaptively, with r̂R varied according to the listener
direction indicated by the horizontal axis.

For a given head direction θN the angular error of the
uncompensated or compensated stereo images is given by
θE = θN − θ′N , where θ′N is the head angle which gives the
same ITD on the mono graph, as on the stereo graph in question.
This can be read of the plots directly as a horizontal segment
between the mono and stereo graphs.

The directional accuracy of the adapted panning is assessed
by first looking at where the uncompensated error is significant,
where it exceeds the Minimum Audible Angle (MAA) [22].
The uncompensated error for a given head direction is read by
taking the horizontal angle gap between the solid red (light) line
at the value of the head direction, and the the black line. MAA
is fairly constant over the ITD frequency range, up to 1000
Hz. For lateral horizontal image displacements of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦

and 75◦, representative MAAs in the ITD range are respectively
1◦, 1.5◦, 3◦, 7◦. MAA is measured under static head conditions,
which suppresses the ITD localisation process. Variants of MAA
under moving source and self moving head conditions show
greater sensitivity to angular changes, [23], [24]. Even these may
not capture the full sensitivity of the ITD localisation process.
The comparisons are made with the more conservative MMA
parameter.

Compared with directional localisation there has been rela-
tively little research to quantify the resolution of near-field dis-
tance localisation and its relation to low frequency ILD. Some
studies have investigated the just noticeable difference (JND)
for ILD [25], [26]. Hafter reports the ILD JND using a low fre-
quency click train, with energy from 0.1–2K Hz, across the ILD
range 0 to 24 dB and found JNDs were typically in the range
1–2 dB with slight increase towards higher ILD.

The first set of plots check that the complex panning method
behaves as expected using the spherical head in the low fre-
quency limit. A distant target rI = ∞ m is simulated using
adaptive panning without distance control. For a distant target
the compensated ITD and ILD should match the target, which is
observed, [see Figs. 5(a), 6(a)]. In both cases the uncompensated
stereo case deviates significantly from the target over much of
the head rotation range. The uncompensated stereo has constant
0 dB ILD, as expected.

For a target at 0.25 m the compensated ITD and ILD match
the target less well than before, but still within the ITD MMA
and ILD JND, [see Figs. 5(b), 6(b)]. This is expected because
compared with the velocity, the higher derivatives of the field

become significant for a near source, even in the low frequency
limit.

Using the measured HRIRs, plots were made for image dis-
tances 3.25 m, 1.0 m, 0.5 m, 0.25 m, for frequencies 200 Hz,
500 Hz. Note the ILD and ITD scales are variable, in order to
display the best resolution in each case. The HRIRs used for the
loudspeakers are for a distance of 3.25 m, the longest available,
but less than ∞ m assumed by the panning method.

Figs. 5(c), 6(c), 5(d), 6(d) show the case for rI = 3.25 m.
The compensated stereo ITD matches well at both frequencies.
The ILD is within a JND over the whole angular range, for
both frequencies [in Fig. 5(c) the error looks worse because
the scale is different in each plot]. However the ILD is clearly
worsened by the proximity of the loudspeakers. This can be
mostly corrected by changing the target distance to rI = ∞ m.
Adaptation does not improve the ILD, but is needed so that the
ITD is corrected.

For rI = 1.0 m, Figs. 5(e), 6(e), 5(f), 6(f), the compensated
ITD and ILD are sufficiently accurate, according to JND, al-
though the ILD accuracy at 500 Hz is marginal. The ILD at
200 Hz clearly benefits from compensation. There is a similar
picture for rI = 0.5 m, Figs. 5(g), 6(g), 5(h), 6(h).

For rI = 0.25 m, Figs. 5(i), 6(i), 5(j), 6(j) the compensated
ITD is accurate over at least the range ±30◦, for both frequen-
cies. The compensated ILD is accurate over nearly the whole
range at 200 Hz. At 500 Hz there are sections where the error ex-
ceeds the JND, although the ILD is improved by compensation
over the whole range.

The previous results are evaluated for two frequencies. In the
following, the mono and stereo compensated cases are com-
pared across a frequency range of 100 Hz ? 700 Hz, for several
head positions. In each case the target image is straight ahead,
θI = 0o , at a range r = 0.5 m. The HRIRs used for the stereo
loudspeakers have r = 3.25 m, the longest range available.

Fig. 7(a) shows that the ITD of the compensated reproduction
matches the mono source very well over the whole frequency
range, according to the criteria already established in this sec-
tion. The compensated ITD even follows the deviations of the
mono source ITD, although in the low frequency model the ITD
is constant. The compensated ILD shown in Fig. 7(b) is within
JND below 400 Hz, then the error increases towards 700 Hz. The
slight elevation in the ILD at lower frequencies can be explained
by the stereo loudspeakers being closer than infinity, which is
the range assumed by the CAP method. The ILD asymmetry
displayed across the head rotations would suggest errors in the
original HRIR measurement process, since the binaural head it-
self is manufactured to be precisely symmetrical. This highlights
the importance of precise measurement in this kind of study.

The right side binaural pressure signal is shown in Fig. 7(c).

VI. LISTENING TEST

A real-time stereo system was constructed that implements
the near-field panning method in an experimental setup, by
extending an existing system [2], and including the filter de-
scribed, (28). Fig. 8 shows a schematic of the overall system. The
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Fig. 5. Simulated ITD vs head direction, for the spherical head model and measured head Neumann KU100. Target image θI = 0o , loudspeaker angles:
θL = 45o . (a) spherical head, r = ∞, 0 Hz (b) spherical head, r = 0.25 m, 0 Hz (c) KU100, r = 3.25 m, 200 Hz (d) KU100, r = 3.25 m, 500 Hz (e) KU100,
r = 1.00 m, 200 Hz (f) KU100, r = 1.00 m, 500 Hz (g) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 200 Hz (h) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 500 Hz (i) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 200 Hz (j) KU100,
r = 0.5 m, 500 Hz

listener’s head position is tracked with a Microsoft Kinect, and
the orientation using a wireless Sparkfun Razor IMU device
attached to a cap. Image objects can be placed anywhere in
space, and the listener is free to move relative to these and listen
from different positions. In informal listening it was immedi-
ately clear that the system greatly improves the perception of

near images. A listening experiment was conducted with 10
subjects. All had prior experience with audio testing, reported
normal hearing, and were involved as students or profession-
als with audio. The stereo loudspeakers were set at standing
head height, and 2 m apart. Two conditions were presented,
with and without the near-field gain component present (27). In
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Fig. 6. Simulated ILD vs head direction, for the spherical head model and measured head Neumann KU100. Target image θI = 0o , loudspeaker angles:
θL = 45o . (a) spherical head, r = ∞, 0 Hz (b) spherical head, r = 0.25 m, 0 Hz (c) KU100, r = 3.25 m, 200 Hz (d) KU100, r = 3.25 m, 500 Hz (e) KU100,
r = 1.00 m, 200 Hz (f) KU100, r = 1.00 m, 500 Hz (g) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 200 Hz (h) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 500 Hz (i) KU100, r = 0.5 m, 200 Hz (j) KU100,
r = 0.5 m, 500 Hz

each condition a moving image was presented moving slowly
from left to right and back, 1 m in front of the loudspeakers,
and with 4m travel. A repeating tuba sound was used with 99%
energy below 1000 Hz, and 50% of energy below 280 Hz. The
listening conditions are made as natural as possible, with source

and listener movement, so that the ILD cue is represented in a
complete context, and the comparison with existing range cues
can be made clearly.

Each subject initially stood 2 m in front of the loudspeak-
ers and is then free to move around and observe the moving
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Fig. 7. Binaural parameters plotted against frequency for different head angles θN (indicated). a) ITD, b) ILD, c) PR (pressure at right ear). Simulations using
measurements from the Neumann KU100 binaural microphone. Target image θI = 0o , r = 0.5m, loudspeaker angles: θL = 45o . Mono reproduction (dashed)
and compensated stereo reproduction are shown.

Fig. 8. Overview of a system implementing CAP for stereo, including adap-
tation for head rotation, shown for one object image. The signal from the head
track is shown, and the input audio signal S .

image. The subject was asked two questions: first to select which
condition provided the most plausible reproduction of a source
moving in the target trajectory, and second to select which con-
dition gave the best impression of source proximity. For both
questions, the near-field enabled system was selected in every
case. Using a binomial significance test this yields a p-value
p = 0.01 for both questions, which strongly suggests that the
near-field algorithm is improving the near-field reproduction.
A typical comment by a subject was ’Wow, that passed right
by me’.

VII. DISCUSSION

The earlier stereo CAP system [1] was able to provide simple
range cues, including level change and motion parallax that
depend on the relative motion of the user and the sources. ILD
range cues produced using the new method were found to make
near images much more plausible. The computational cost is
only slightly greater than that for the CAP method for far-field
images, as the added filter requires at most two multiplies.

The simulation results show that the complex panner per-
forms well within just noticeable thresholds, for both ILD and
ITD cues, up to 200 Hz, and for target image distances as close
as 0.25 m. The spherical head ILD results for 0.25 m are sur-
prisingly good considering the approximation used is not exact
in this case. At 500 Hz the ILD cues are less accurate, but
not confusing. According to prior studies [4], [5] the distance
discrimination that can be provided by the mono ILD cue at
500 Hz is significantly reduced compared with 200 Hz.

Evidence for this can be seen here by comparing the difference in
maximum mono ILD at 3.25 m and 1 m, for 200 Hz and 500 Hz.

The algorithm is based on the spherical head model in the low
frequency limit. This could possibly be refined in some ways
without greatly increasing complexity or computational cost.
For example, the model itself could be improved for example
by allowing for ears that are off centre, or approximating more
closely the response at higher frequencies. For a more complex
model it may however be difficult to find a tractable solution
for the gains. Correct equalisation is ensured in the low fre-
quency limit by the pressure condition (20). The equalisation
deviates slightly at at higher frequencies. Although acceptable,
this could be improved by adding compensating equalisation
after the source input stage.

The loudspeakers are assumed to be distant. It was found
that near loudspeakers can be compensated partly by increasing
the image distance. A more systematic compensation process
maybe possible by extending the conditions. The overall ILD
match could be improved by warping the image distance control
rI , without distorting the ITD significantly. It may be useful to
exaggerate the ILD cue, for example for special effect.

VIII. SUMMARY

A complex panning method was described, based on the re-
production of low frequency cues for image direction and range.
The ITD and ILD cues are simultaneously controlled accord-
ing to the directions of the image and loudspeakers, and the
orientation of the listener’s head, without knowledge of head
size. Simulations with measured HRIRs show that, considering
frequencies representing the core ILD frequency range, stable
images can be produced up to 0.25 m range. The initial stereo
implementation is being extended to a flexible multi-channel
framework, as part of a flexible object-based system.
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